
A LAW IN THE CITY ELEUSINION 
CONCERNING THE MYSTERIES 

(PLATES 69-73) 

O VER A LONG PERIOD, from 1936 to 1963, the Agora Excavations uncovered in 
or near the Eleusinion fragments of an opisthographic stele of the 4th century B.C., 

on which are inscribed extensive regulations for the Eleusinian Mysteries.1 Several 
fragments have already been published by B. D. Meritt, including the beginning of Side 
A, lines 1-19 (I 5733).2 Two large (unpublished) fragments were found in 1957 and 
1963 (I 6794 and I 6974); when combined with I 5733, they produce on one side (A) a 
continuous text of 54 lines, stoichedon with minor variations, and on the other side (B) 
a non-stoichedon text of 24 lines. The other fragments3 add apparently 5 lines to Side A 
and ca. 90 lines to Side B; so we have a total of possibly 173 lines, at any rate certainly 
more than 150 lines. In size therefore the document resembles the famous Law on the 
Mysteries from Andania, which has a text of 194 lines.4 In addition, both documents 
contain the same wide variety of regulations, including details of the public cult and 
festival and legal procedures for dealing with infractions. The Eleusinion inscription is 
probably (like the one from Andania) a law, the work of a committee of nomothetai, 
rather than a decree. 

I I am grateful to Benjamin D. Meritt and Homer A. Thompson for assigning this inscription to me for 
publication. Colin Edmonson, who excavated the opisthographic fragment I 6794, gave me, several years 
ago, his preliminary text of Side A, a + b, and discussed with me observations he had made from his 
careful study of the stones; the present edition owes a great deal to his generosity. B. D. Meritt kindly sent 
me his preliminary notes on all the fragments, as well as R. 0. Hubbe's preliminary text of Side B, a. C. 
Edmonson read a draft of this article and made helpful comments. Later, in the summer of 1978, when I 
was in Athens, Edmonson put his notes and his drafts of his description of the stones at my disposal, 
including his epigraphical commentary and his text of Side B. Some of his description is quoted at various 
points below. He convinced me that all the fragments that are described below are from the same stele, 
about which I was previously uncertain. With his epigraphical commentary in hand I restudied the stones 
and made a number of changes in my readings, mostly on Side B. Thus I profited again from his kindness. 
In addition, I am grateful to C. Habicht, B. D. Meritt, P. J. Rhodes, R. S. Stroud, H. A. Thompson, and L. 
L. Threatte for their comments on the article at various stages. For the errors and deficiencies that remain, 
I, of course, am solely responsible. 

References cited frequently in this work have been abbreviated as follows: 
LSCG = F. Sokolowski, Lois sacrees des cites grecques (EIcole Frantaise d'Athenes, Travaux et Memoires 

XVIII), Paris 1969. 
LSS = F. Sokolowski, LSCG Suppl. (Travaux et Memoires XI), Paris 1962. 
Sacred Officials = K. Clinton, TAPS, n.s., LXIV, iii, The Sacred Officials of the Eleusinian Mysteries, Phila- 

delphia, 1974. 
2 Hesperia 26, 1957, pp. 52-53, no. 9. 
3 Side A, c, however, could conceivably be part of one of the lacunas of I 5733 + I 6974 or I 6794. 
4IG V 1, 1390 (= LSCG, no. 65). 
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It is hard to say for sure whether the stoichedon or (largely) non-stoichedon side was 
written first; thus the order of the present edition (A and B) is a bit arbitrary,5 but the 
vacant space which starts at the bottom of Side B at a point corresponding roughly to 
just below line 47 on Side A makes this order a reasonable assumption. 

Side A does not have the prescript we should expect of a law.6 There is no room 
for a prescript above line 1, and the top of the stone, which is preserved, is flat and 
provides no indication that another stone containing the prescript might have been set 
on top of it. If the prescript was originally on Side B, the largely non-stoichedon side was 
prior; if it was not, then the law may have been written on more than one stele (though 
our fragments all seem to belong only to a single stele). Or we may have two laws, one 
on each side: the prescript on Side B is not preserved and the one for Side A was for 
some reason never inscribed. There is, however, a more likely solution. Since Side A, 
which seems prior, has no prescript, we probably ought to assume that neither side had 
one, and that Side B, at a slightly later date (the writing is very similar to that of Side 
A), simply received new regulations, as additions to those already inscribed on Side A 
(and, perhaps, to some already on the upper part of Side B). The original authorization 
for the law must then be sought in a document that is now lost; this document would 
have ordained that a new set of laws concerning the Eleusinian festival be inscribed on 
a stele and set up in the Eleusinion. (The regulations that we have from Side B were 
included either in this authorization or a later one.) Such a procedure, i.e., with the 
authorization separate and not included in the inscription of the law, seems to have 
been fairly common. Andocides (On the Mysteries, 116) mentions that Kephalos, as he 
cited a law, referred to it not as a law but simply as "the stele next to which you are 
standing": ' 8E6 o-rvXT 7rap' na XOTcqKa' LX\aq 8paXzcta KEXEVEt ofxELXE)v, Eav rts WKE- 

qpta&v 97 ev rt 'EXEVO-CLV'(.7 We can easily imagine someone, fifty years later, citing 
our stele in the same way. To people who cited laws in this way the form of monument 
would serve, to a large extent, as a formula of authorization. Nikomachos in his Code 
drew some of his regulations concerning sacrifices from documents described only as 
stelai, (K rc3V 4 rqXWAV].8 So it seems that if a stele did not have a formula of authoriza- 
tion, the stele itself, in position, was authority enough. Evidently the Code of Niko- 

I We also cannot be sure whether the entire Side A was stoichedon and how much of Side B was non- 
stoichedon. 

6 For the form of these prescripts see P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule, Oxford 1972, p. 275, Table H; 
R. S. Stroud, "An Athenian Law on Silver Coinage," Hesperia 43, 1974, pp. 157, 161-163; and D. M. 
MacDowell, "Law-making at Athens in the fourth century B.C.," JHS 95, 1975, pp. 62-74. 

7 Some other examples of laws (either nomoi or psephismata) referred to only as stelai: Dinarchos, 
11.24-25 and Demosthenes, XIX.271-272 (decree); IG 12, 77, line 19 (late 430's) (cf. now E. J. Morrissey, 
GRBS 19, 1978, p. 125); IG 12, 25, line 7 (420/19); Demosthenes, XX.159 (the stele of Demophantos, i.e. 
the decree of 410/9, which refers to itself as a psephisma but is called a nomos by Andocides, On the Mys- 
teries, 96); Demosthenes, XX.127. Some (perhaps all) of these carried a prescript. The point is only that 
their authority was linked to their form, so that "stele" meant the same as "decree" or "law". A prescript 
was not indispensable. 

8 LSS, no. 10, line 77, and Lysias, XXX.17. For the restoration see S. Dow, "The Athenian Law 
Codes," Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society 71, 1953-1959, pp. 19-20. 
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machos itself did not have a formula of authorization; its authority, like that of the 
stelai, was obvious to all; Lysias could refer to it too as "stelai": ... KaXra'-7 rats r-qrXa 
ac oivros acEypaIJIE (XXX.21); and for a non-Athenian example of an extensive law 
without a formula of authorization, we can point again to the law concerning the Mys- 
teries at Andania. When a stele's regulations were superseded, it may have been de- 
stroyed or relegated to a less conspicuous position in the area to which it related. Our 
stele surely superseded the stele of IG I2, 6, for at least some of the regulations of the 
latter are incorporated in the text of our stele. 

The difficult and crucial task of identifying the fragments which belong to this 
inscription was accomplished by Colin Edmonson; the joins here recorded were also the 
result of his meticulous study.9 

Side A: Five fragments of dull white marble with gray streaks; two of them, found separately, join to form 
a; another two, found together, are mended to form b. 
Height of letters (a, b, and c) 0.006-0.007 m. 

a: Inv. Nos. I 5733 + I 6974 (P1. 69). Only the top and left side are preserved (the smooth surface was 
dressed with a toothed chisel [Edmonson]). Editio princeps of I 5733: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 26, 1957, 
pp. 52-53, no. 9 (= SEG XVI, 50).10 I 5733 was found on March 23, 1939 in a Turkish lime-pit at the 
west side of the Panathenaic Way opposite the southwest corner of the Eleusinion (Agora grid S 20).11 
I 6974 was found on July 10, 1963 in Area S 22; "it had been reused as a doorsill; there is a round 
hole in its top for the lower pivot of the door and the lower part of the lettered surface is worn by 
traffic."12 
Height, 0.59 m.; width, 0.325 m.; thickness, 0.171 m. 

b: Inv. No. I 6794 (Side A: P1. 70). Opisthographic. Two joining fragments; the whole is broken on all 
sides except the back, which contains part of the same inscription (see Side B, a). The larger fragment 
was found on July 16, 1957 in a well of the 4th century after Christ (Q 19) in the area just west of the 
Eleusinion; the other fragment was found "in a Byzantine repair to a gate of the Post-Herulian Wall, 
just outside the market square to the southeast, ca. 30 m. northwest of the Eleusinion (S 17) on 
March 13, 1959" (Edmonson). 
Height, 0.51 m.; width, 0.43 m.; thickness, 0.18 m. 

c: Inv. No. I 4007 (P1. 72). Broken on all sides. Found on April 16, 1936 in an early Byzantine context 
north of the Eleusinion (T 17). 
Height, 0.065 m.; width, 0.082 m.; thickness, 0.03 m. 
The end of the next to last line shows possible departure from stoichedon order. Thus it may belong to 
line 17 of Side A, as Edmonson suggested. 

Side B: Thirteen fragments of dull white marble with gray streaks. 
Height of letters, 0.006-0.008 m. 

a: Inv. No. I 6794 (Side B: P1. 71). See above, Side A, b. 

" He considered but rejected as belonging to this stele the following Agora fragments: 1 1815, 1 1844, I 
3854, I 5565, I 6065, I 6582, I 6868, I 6874, I 6987. 

10 Re-edited by F. Sokolowski, TAPA 88, 1957, pp. 131-134 (= SEG XVII, 21), and LSS, no. 12 (= 
SEG XXI, 257). 

11 Meritt, loc. cit. 
12 Agora Records. 
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b: Inv. No. I 6877 a (P1. 72). Broken on all sides. Editio princeps: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 32, 1963, p. 2, 
no. 2. Found on April 29, 1959 in the area of the Eleusinion, U 19. 
Height, 0.19 in.; width, 0.20 m.; thickness, 0.05 m. 
Edmonson noticed that the lower right corner fits neatly with the upper left corner of Side B, a, al- 
though the two pieces do not interlock. It seems not to be a true join, however, since the texts of lines 
12-13, and Side B, lines 4-5, are not compatible. The interlinear space varies in height, sometimes 
compatible with that of Side A, sometimes with that of Side B, a. 

c: Inv. No. I 6877 b (P1. 72). Broken on all sides. Found on June 6, 1959 approximately four meters east 
of the southeast corner of the Archaic "temple"'3 in Late Roman fill (U 19-20), i.e. in the Eleusinion. 
Height, 0.089 m.; width, 0.095 m.; thickness, 0.028 m. 

d: Inv. Nos. I 4739 + I 6915 a (P1. 72). Broken on all sides. I 4739 was found on April 14, 1937 in fill for 
a late Roman road, west of the southern part of the Stoa of Attalos (O 11). Editio princeps of I 6915 a: 
Meritt, Hesperia 32, 1963, pp. 40-41, no. 41 (= SEG XXI, 346). For its finding place see below, e. 
Height, 0.125 m.; width, 0.124 m.; thickness, 0.027 m. 

e: Inv. No. I 6915 e + f (P1. 72). Broken on all sides. Editio princeps: ibid. Found on June 6, 1959 along a 
wall about four meters east of the southeast corner of the Archaic "temple", in Late Roman fill (U 
19-20), in the Eleusinion, together with I 6915 a (see above, d) and I 6915 b-d, g-i (see below, f-k). 
Height, 0.12 m.; width, 0.138 m.; thickness, 0.020 m. 

f: Inv. No. I 6915 b (P1. 73). Broken on all sides. Editio princeps: ibid. For finding place see above, e. 
Height, 0.11 Im.; width, 0.15 m.; thickness, 0.004 m. 

g: Inv. No. I 6915 c (P1. 73). Broken on all sides. Editio princeps: ibid. For finding place see above, e. 
Height, 0.09 m.; width, 0.11 Im.; thickness, 0.045 m. 

h: Inv. No. I 6915 d (P1. 73). Broken on all sides. Editio princeps: ibid. For finding place see above, e. 
Height, 0.10 m.; width, 0.07 m.; thickness, 0.055 m. 
Edmonson noticed that this fragment probably should be placed above and to the right of a because of 
similar markings on its (unoriginal) sides. 

i: Inv. No. I 6915 g (P1. 73). Broken on all sides. Editio princeps: ibid. For finding place see above, e. 
Height, 0.03 m.; width, 0.035 m.; thickness, 0.008 m. 

j: Inv. No. I 6915 h (P1. 73). Broken on all sides. Editio princeps: ibid. For finding place see above, e. 
Height, 0.023 m.; width, 0.041 m.; thickness, 0.010 m. 

k: Inv. No. I 6915 i (P1. 73). Broken on all sides. For finding place see above, e. 
Height, 0.07 m.; width, 0.06 m.; thickness, 0.058 m. 

: Inv. No. I 3854 (P1. 73). Broken on all sides. Found on March 27, 1936 in an early Byzantine context 
north of the Eleusinion (T 17). 
Height, 0.095 m.; width, 0.12 m.; thickness, 0.049 m. 

m: Inv. No. I 4140 (P1. 73). Broken on all sides. Found on May 14, 1936 in a Byzantine context over the 
Eleusinion (T 19). 
Height, 0.045 m.; width, 0.057 m.; thickness, 0.016 m. 

13 The excavators have called this building in the Eleusinion a "temple", but considering the incom- 
plete state of excavation in the Eleusinion and the ambiguity of the statements that Pausanias made 
(1.14.1) on the Eleusinion and on a temple of Demeter and Kore and a "temple of Triptolemos" in this 
area (perhaps he is describing temples within the Eleusinion), it may be best to suspend judgment on the 
nature of this structure (cf. H. A. Thompson and R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora, XIV, The Agora of 
Athens, Princeton 1972, pp. 150-152). It may have been a temple, or it may have served simply as a repos- 
itory for the hiera. 
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Edmonson made the following measurements, actual and estimated, of Side A: 

The width of fragment A from its preserved left edge to the last preserved letter in line 31 (upsi- 
lon in the 30th stoichos) is 0.29 m. The corresponding line of fragment B is 0.339 m. wide, the 
lacuna of 12 letters should occupy 0.114 m., and the 19 letters needed at the right require 0.1805 
m. The margin between the left edge and the first stoichos is only 0.005 m. where it can be mea- 
sured on fragment A; if it was the same at the right edge, the width at line 31 (0.43 m. from the 
top of the stele) would be 0.29 + 0.114 + 0.339 + 0.1805 m- 0.005 = 0.9285 m. The stele tapers 
very slightly: only 0.001 m. in 0.10 m. of height. The width at the top would therefore have been 
0.924 m. 

Homer Thompson has poirted out (in a letter to me) that the original thickness of the stele, 0.18 m., 
which is unusually large for a stele, would be an argument for supposing that the stele was taller than the 
Attic Stelai, for which Pritchett calculated a height of ca. 1.50 m. (and a width of ca. 1.00 m.); the Attic 
Stelai varied in thickness from 0.114 to 0.152 m. (Hesperia 22, 1953, pp. 239-240). 
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The following fragments should be placed above or to the right or left of a. Fragment b, to judge by the 
two stoichedon arrangements (the first in lines 1-5, the next in lines 6-14), belongs above a. 

b ?TOIX., lines 1-5, 6-14 
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RESTORATIONS 

Unless otherwise indicated, the restorations are my own. I have not included all of Sokolowski's (see 
below, p. 275). 

M = Meritt, S = Sokolowski, E = Edmonson, C Clinton, H = Hubbe. 

Side A, a+ b 1 [7TEpL' AE'V a']7TayyEAXcEWq M [7TEpL' T7r E]7layyEXcTEcvW S Kcat -T M Kat' o-7T[ov8o- 
Oopt'as S 1-2 EiK T&3v Xy o46 WV T yE]yOVO'TCV S 2 A[vO-T p La E 4 7TapaR[X] afl3ov[TEq M 7Iapa- 

[XI a,806V[TVa S 5 EL 8E] pkq', 0rTa 7rpt lTpVoV OLV TE 't S 5-6 EITEL18a6] 8OKLAacT<O>IXot L 91EV T[q' 
A/ 'vqrpt Kal Ko6p't Kata Tots aXXOtL 09Eo`s S 7 M 8-9 E7rayyE`jXX]Ev S 9 tk[v-TrqptLmT8aq -7Tov8acq M 
10 T[ovi 'A70TXXcvvoq M 10-11 r'ov 7ToX]JEWV S 12 M 14 [- - -- 0-0 OV8as E'vaLt TO'LTL /VO77Y0LV Kat 

TOts E7T]- M 15-16 [06rr)7TLoT V Kat% T[ois a'oK0oXVoLctLv Kat XpYJJ?lJa1LV TC)V O'OVEL'OV Kalt 'A09rva1jL'oLt t v 

M 17 [.]XXa To 'EKar[otk43at'voq M 19 XPyf)VTaL [T]3lt I[Ep& E 20 E 21 init. E 22-23 7rpoo- 
ayE'T] B 25 o[k 4E'cTt E 26 E 27 jt[H8'va B E E1 oX[71T8&v B E ]80N E fin. E 28 E, fin. C 29 
E, init. 8toKE] C 30-31 E 32 E, fin. C 33 E, fin. C 34 47tkl] E 35 E, TOV'TCV Tvts C 36 E, fin. C 
37 E, fin. C 38 E 39 fin. E 40 E, fin. C 41 E, init. C 42 E, fin. C 43-45 E 48 'EXEvU]LVt06EV 

E 49 fin. E 50-53 E 

c restituit E 

Side B, a 7 80K7tL arv[Toit E 8-9 H 11 8paoXapA 1Ep]o H 16 fin. H 17 oRTo]L E, fin. H 20-22 
H 23 init. H 24 H 

b 3 M 6a'7T] oyvwooLt vM 7 a`X]Xc vM 10 7poo8E'oq[ M 11 ] Tv M 12 a&7ITa] yot v M 

d 6 E7TL-XoV[TEq M 7 M 9-10 M 

e 3 M 6 K]arTraTO)[wt M 8 'EX]Ev"vL[L M 

f 4 E7T] M 6 init. M 4[vr)OE'vrTv M 7 fin. M 9 M 

g 5 M 6 KasEcT-a/tkEVOq M 

h 3 M 5 M 6 init. M 7 0]VXLutLv M 

EPIGRAPHICAL COMMENTARY 

I have not attempted to explain all letters with subscript dots, but only those where it seemed to me that 
it might be useful for a reader to know on what my reading is based and those whose reading differs sig- 
nificantly from that of a previous edition. 

Side A, a+b 
Line 1: The trace of the last letter is uncertain. Pi is impossible. Tau is unlikely: what one might take to 

be the left tip of the horizontal does not continue to the right. I suspect that this tip is the upper end of the 
left oblique stroke of an upsilon; its downward continuation is obscured by wear and traces of cement. 

Line 2: In the eighth space tau is possible in addition to gamma. 
Line 3: The left vertical stroke of the nu is discernible. 
Line 4: In the fifteenth space there is a trace of the lower part of the left leg of the lambda. 
Line 5: For the last letter the left half of a circle is preserved; there is no possibility of omega. 
Line 6: The stone has omicron for theta in the eleventh stoichos. 
Line 8: The uppermost part of a vertical stroke in the center of the stoichos is barely visible for the last 

letter; it cannot be regarded as a certain part of a stroke. 
Line 9: The tip of an oblique stroke is preserved at the bottom right of the second stoichos; alpha, 

delta, and chi are possibilities in addition to lambda. 
Line 11: In the first space the vertical stroke of the epsilon is not preserved; xi is also possible. The last 

preserved letter is omicron or theta. 
Lines 17-18 are non-stoichedon and in rasura. Some traces of the earlier text are visible. 
Line 17: At the top of the second space only the apex of an angle is preserved. 
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Line 18: In the tenth space the tip of a vertical stroke is preserved at the upper left corner of the stoi- 
chos: eta, epsilon, beta, kappa, nu, pi, and rho are possibilities as well as gamma. 

Line 19: In the eleventh space the lower tip of a vertical stroke at the left is preserved. Of the last 
letter preserved there is visible the bottom part of a vertical stroke in the center of the stoichos; for the 
next to last, part of a circle on the right side of the stoichos. 

Line 21: The lower part of the right leg of the alpha is preserved in the fifth stoichos. For the last letter 
preserved we have the bottom parts of the legs of the alpha. 

Line 26: Of the last letter preserved we have the uppermost part of the left diagonal stroke. 
Line 27: In the twentieth space the lower tip of a vertical stroke in the center is visible. In the 

twenty-third space the bottom part of an oblique stroke is preserved at the lower left; chi and alpha are 
possible in addition to lambda. 

Line 34: In the second space the bottom part of an oblique stroke is visible at the lower right. 
Line 38: In the twenty-ninth stoichos the tip of a vertical stroke at the lower left is visible. I can see 

nothing in the forty-third stoichos that can be described as a clear trace of a stroke. In the forty-fourth 
stoichos the three horizontals of epsilon are visible at the right; xi is also possible. 

Line 39: In the tenth space the upper horizontal stroke of the xi seems to be preserved but may not be 
original. In the thirteenth space a faint trace of a horizontal stroke seems to be visible at the top of the 
stoichos. In the twenty-ninth stoichos the left edge of a circular letter, theta or omicron, is visible. 

Line 40: In the seventeenth space a horizontal stroke is preserved at the top of the stoichos: gamma, 
xi, and epsilon are possible, not pi. 

Line 47: Of the last preserved letter there is a trace of an oblique stroke at the left of the space, with 
the proper direction for mu. 

Lines 52-53: The first two letters in each line, read by Edmonson, were lost when a chip broke off 
after the fragment was discovered and the first photographs were made. 

Line 54: In the fifty-eighth space there is what seems to be the apex of a triangle at the top of the 
stoichos; this was evidently quite clear when the chip mentioned above was still in place. In the 
sixty-fourth space a horizontal stroke at the top and vertical stroke on the left are preserved. Of the dotted 
pi in the sixty-sixth space only the horizontal stroke and what appears to be part of the right vertical stroke 
are visible. 

Side A, c 
Line 3: For the first letter gamma is the only other possibility; the right tip of the horizontal is visible. 
Line 5: For the first preserved letter alpha is the only other possibility; for the third, delta and lambda. 

Side B, a 
The number of letters in the lacunas at either side can only be roughly calculated; there may be an error 

of about three letters. 
Line 1: The legs of lambda or alpha are perceptible. 
Line 3: Of the first letter, the bottom stroke of a sigma is barely visible. Of the fourth letter, the top 

stroke of a sigma is barely visible but not certain. 
Line 5: The first trace is part of the bottom horizontal stroke of an epsilon, delta, zeta, or xi. 
Line 7: A faint trace of a circle, taken for the first letter, may be spurious. For the next omicron, 

omega is also possible. The two oblique strokes of the kappa are barely discernible at the edge of a dam- 
aged spot; as in the other kappas on this side they do not join the vertical stroke; in this respect they are 
unlike the kappas on the other side. 

Line 10: In the first space preserved there is a trace of a vertical stroke at the lower right. The legs of 
the lambda are preserved; what appears to be a horizontal stroke at the bottom of the space is probably 
spurious. 

Line 11: In the first preserved space the tip of an oblique stroke is visible at the lower right. 
Line 14: The left and right legs of the mu are fairly visible under cement: alpha, lambda, or delta are 

theoretically possible. For the last letter pi and gamma are possible. 
Line 15: In the tenth preserved letter space there is some damage; kappa is also possible. 
Line 16: An angle of a triangle at the lower right is barely perceptible in the first space preserved. In 

the second there is a trace of the bottom horizontal of an epsilon. In the eighteenth space the left vertical 
stroke and the left side of the middle horizontal stroke of epsilon are preserved; eta is also possible. 

Line 17: The second lacuna can hold one or one and a half letters. A trace of a circle is visible after 
this lacuna. 

Line 18: For the last letter preserved gamma and pi are also possible. 
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Line 19: Of the eleventh letter preserved the bottom part of the vertical of phi is visible. 
Line 24: In Evi"Ovaq the cross bar of the alpha is not inscribed, and only the lowermost and the upper- 

most strokes of sigma are inscribed. Line 24 corresponds approximately to line 47 on Side A. 

Side B, b 
There are two stoichedon arrangements, one for lines 1-5, the other for lines 6-14. Iota is frequently 

written at the left of the stoichos. 
Line 1: The last four letters are very faint; some of the traces may not be original, 
Line 2: The vertical strokes of the phi are very faint; I cannot be completely certain of their being 

original. 
Line 5: Of the next to last letter only the vertical is (barely) visible. 
Line 10: Of the xi the left and right tips of the two upper horizontal strokes and the whole bottom 

horizontal stroke are visible. 
Line 11: Of the first letter preserved there is the tip of the uppermost stroke of the sigma in the upper 

right corner of the stoichos. Of the next to last letter preserved only the bottom part of a vertical stroke in 
the center of the stoichos is visible; of the last, a trace of a circle at the left. 

Line 12: A dot in the middle of omicron is probably not original. Of the pi the left vertical is preserved 
but the top horizontal and right vertical are damaged. Of the following letter I cannot read any trace with 
certainty. Of the final letter the better part of a left diagonal is visible. 

Side B, c 
Line 8: The last letter is a beta or rho, the top of which is visible. 

Side B, d 
Line 1: For the third letter the bottom of an omega seems to be visible, but this is uncertain. 
Line 11: The last letter is pi, gamma, or epsilon. 

Side B, e 
Line 1: The tips of the top and bottom strokes of a sigma are visible, but may possibly be part of an 

epsilon. 
Line 3: For the last letter nu cannot be ruled out. 
Line 5: The left half of the nu is visible, but it is uncertain whether the diagonal is original. 

Side B, g 
Line 1: Of the first letter preserved there is the bottom part of a vertical. In the fifth space there is the 

bottom half of a vertical. The last letter is omicron or theta. 
Line 3: For the last letter theta or omicron is possible. 
Line 7: For the last letter zeta is also possible. 

Side B, h 
Line 2: The very tips of the two left apices of sigma are preserved; but chi cannot be ruled out. 
Line 7: For the first letter mu is also possible. 
Line 8: For the last letter gamma and pi are also possible. 

Side B, k 
Line 1: There is a vertical stroke at the left edge of the stone. 
Line 2: Kappa or chi is possible. 

Side B, I 

Line 3: Only the vertical stroke of the second rho is preserved. 
Line 4: The upper part of the right vertical of nu is preserved; iota and eta are also possible. 
Line 9: Of the fourth letter the apex of an angle is visible; of the sixth there is a horizontal stroke at 

the top of the space and at the left the upper part of a vertical; epsilon, gamma, and pi are also possible. 
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DATE AND PURPOSE 
The spelling of the spurious diphthongs El and OY and the style of the lettering 

place the inscription approximately in the period 380-350.14 The appointment of the 
EIituEXTra)ta TWVv Mvo-T-7ptcov, lines 29-31 is described in similar terms in the Athenaion 
Politeia, 57. The earliest date for which these officials are otherwise attested in an in- 
scription is 334/3 (IG 112, 1496, line 75). Demosthenes in his speech Against Meidias 
mentions that the Athenians had elected Meidias E1flJA.EX7)T7'q TOJV Mvo-TT)poVV (XXI. 
171). He delivered the speech, as H. Erbse argues, in 347.15 If the epimeletai were 
established for the first time in the present law, then 347 must be this law's terminus 
ante quem. But unfortunately we cannot be sure that the epimeletai were indeed set up 
here for the first time; they may owe their existence to a previous law. A terminus post 
quem for the document can be deduced from the office of ypap,JXaTEv's mentioned in 
line 34 (Side A), if this secretary is identified with the ypa/I/JaXTEvs T)', flovXAn. Since 
the duties of the secretary in line 34 imply a tenure that is longer than a single prytany, 
and we know that the term of the ypa,1ixraTv'1 T7', 83ovXi'q was lengthened from a 
single prytany to a year sometime between 368/7 and 363/2, it follows that the law's 
terminus post quem is 368/7.16 It can be argued, however, that the secretary in line 34 is 
not the ypaA4JXXTEV1N T7', 83ovXA?s (see the Commentary), though I myself do not find 
the argument to be persuasive. 

This law is not the same as the law of Chairemonides referred to in IG 112, 140 
(353/2). Chairemonides' law is there called [Ta] v XaLtp-Aov6t8o vo6[Aov TOy VEIT EpL vr1 

arrapcX7q (lines 9-10); it was written on a single stele and set up in front of the Met- 
roon (lines 34-35). Ours was set up in the Eleusinion (as the finding places indicate), 
and its subject matter was much broader than the aparche. 

The preserved fragments of this law cover a great variety of matters. Those that 
can still be determined or roughly conjectured are the announcement of the Mysteries 
and the selection and sending of spondophoroi to the other Greek cities (A, lines 
1-13), the limits and nature of the Sacred Truce surrounding the festival (lines 14-17), 
the behavior of the cities toward the spondophoroi and the report of the latter on their 
mission (lines 20-26), regulations concerning myesis (lines 27-29), the appointment of 
the epimeletai, their duties and those of the basileus in managing the festival (lines 
29-38), the duties of the exegetes before the festival (lines 38-40), the selection of the 
hearth-initiate (lines 41-42), and (after a long lacuna) regulations pertaining to the 
initiates (B, d, f) and procession (B, g), legal procedures and penalties for various 
infractions (B, b, a), and the general responsibilities of the epistatai (B, a, lines 

14 On the phonology see L. L. Threatte, The Phonology of Attic Inscriptions, Berlin, forthcoming, 
9.0121, Tables A.1-A.3; 9.0122, Tables B.1-B.3; 13.021, Table A; 13.022, Tables B.1-B.3; 13.023. I am 
very grateful to him for allowing me to consult his manuscript. 

In the present inscription the spellings E and EI for [el are approximately equal in number, while 0 
for [o] is approximately twice as frequent as OY for [ol. 

15 H. Erbse, "Midiana," Hermes 84, 1956, pp. 135-154. 
16 See below, commentary to line 34. 
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23-24). When we compare this law to others on the subject of the Mysteries, it soon 
becomes apparent that it seems to constitute the most extensive set of regulations we 
possess from antiquity concerning this famous cult. Indeed, the original document may 
have covered every aspect of the Mysteries on which it was appropriate at this time for 
the Athenian State to legislate. The other laws that have come down to us are much 
more limited in scope. IG 12, 6, dating ca. 460 (= LSS, no. 3), contains on its sides B 
and C regulations concerning the Sacred Truce, initiates' payments to the priests and 
priestesses, myesis, and financial management. IG 12, 76 (= LSCG, no. 5), of ca. 
415,17 and IG 112, 140 (= LSS, no. 13), of 353/2, concern the aparche. The most ex- 
tensive set of regulations later than our document is LSS, no. 15 (ed. J. H. Oliver, 
Hesperia 10, 1941, pp. 65-72, no. 31), from the 1st century B.C., but it seems to have to 
do only with the conduct of the sacred procession to Eleusis. Most of these matters are 
treated in the preserved part of the present law; so it seems not unreasonable to con- 
clude that they all formed part of the original, especially since our law starts fairly 
methodically, in a temporal sequence: first we have the announcement of the Mysteries 
and the Sacred Truce, then the over-all administration of the festival, then preliminary 
events, at which point it breaks off. This then gives us some reason for assuming that 
our law may have been passed between 353/2 and 348/7: IG 112, 140, of 353/2, refers to 
the previous law on the aparche as the "Law of Chaerimonides on the Aparche," which 
we have seen cannot be identified with our law. If our law preceded IG 112, 140, we 
might expect the latter to refer to it, since it probably covered the aparche (cf. Side B, 
a, line 13),1' rather than to Chairemonides' Law. But this line of reasoning of course is 
not foolproof; Chairemonides' Law may have been a revision of the present law's regu- 
lations concerning the aparche. 

At any rate we have here a major piece of legislation on the Mysteries. In fact, it 
may have been the most comprehensive law on the Mysteries that had been issued 
since the time of Solon. We know that the Mysteries (apparently) figured in Solon's 
Laws, though we do not know to what extent.19 The other laws on the Mysteries men- 
tioned above which were passed between the time of Solon and the mid-4th century 
were not nearly so comprehensive,20 and there is no evidence as far as I know which 
suggests that a single law as comprehensive as this one existed in this interval of about 

17 On the date cf. Sacred Officials, pp. 14-15, note 24; M. H. Jameson, AJP 93, 1972, p. 479; and for 
arguments in favor of a date in the 430's see now M. B. Cavanaugh, Eleusis and Athens: Documents in 
Finance, Religion and Politics in the Second Half qf the Fifth Century B.C., diss., Cornell University, 1980. 

18 This passage, of course, does not give us details but may imply that the aparche was treated earlier, 
since the Sacred Truce, also mentioned here without details, was indeed treated earlier. 

19 Cf. Andocides, On the Mysteries, 111, for one law of Solon concerning the Mysteries, but whether or 
not it is one of Solon's original laws is disputed; cf. D. M. MacDowell, ad loc., E. Ruschenbusch, X6Xwvos 
No,pot, Wiesbaden 1966 (= Historia Einzelschriften 9), p. 105, F 95, and R. S. Stroud, "State Documents in 
Archaic Athens," in Athens Comes of Age: From Solon to Salamis (A.I.A., Princeton Society and the Dept. 
of Art and Archaeology, Princeton University), Princeton 1978, p. 27, note 35. 

20 In addition to those cited above, we should not omit LSS, no. 1, which is very fragmentary, and 
SEG X, 24, concerning the appointment of the epistatai (evidently here for the first time). 
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240 years, unless such a law or group of laws formed part of the Code compiled by 
Nikomachos between 410 and 399.21 But this seems unlikely. In the first period of Niko- 
machos' activity as anagrapheus, 410/9-404/3, he was charged with compiling and 
publishing "the laws of Solon" still in force (Lysias, XXX.2) and apparently, in addi- 
tion, any laws that superseded specific Solonian statutes (ibid., 11-12).22 In the second 
period of Nikomachos' anagraphic activity, Lysias, XXX does not tell us the specific 
charge that he was given, other than that he was supposed to publish more laws (noth- 
ing is said as to whether these are the laws of Solon), but from the speaker's descrip- 
tion of them we assume that these laws concerned only (or mainly) sacrificial matters; 
this is confirmed by the preserved fragments of this part of the Code: they are in Ionic 
script, date therefore from 403/2 and later, and only contain lists of sacrifices, in calen- 
dar form.23 This part of the Code surely included all the sacrifices at the Mysteries 
which at that time were regulated by the State.24 Now the laws of Solon as revised by 
Nikomachos in 410/9 to 404/3 probably included some statutes concerning the Mys- 
teries, but to judge from the various laws mentioned above from the late 6th century to 
the mid-4th which dealt with many aspects of the Mysteries, it was probably very diffi- 
cult and may have been impossible for the revised Solonian code to exhibit a complete 
set of existing statutes on the Mysteries. For some of the existing laws surely must 
have gone well beyond the scope of Solon's laws on the subject and so represented true 
additions to Solon's Code which were not in conflict with it and therefore not relevant 
to the revision.25 The need for a complete set, it seems, was finally fulfilled by the 
present series of regulations, although Nikomachos' sacrificial calendar may have been 
definitive enough so that it remained essentially intact, at least where it concerned the 
Mysteries, and so no major revision of the sacrifices was attempted in the present docu- 
ment. 

We may justifiably wonder why this new code on the Mysteries was so long in 
coming. The answer, I suspect, is probably related to the increased popularity of the cult 

21 For the Code and Nikomachos' activity see J. H. Oliver, Hesperia 4, 1935, pp. 5-32 (= LSS, no. 
10); Dow, op. cit. (footnote 8 above), pp. 3-36; idem, "The Athenian Calendar of Sacrifices: The Chro- 
nology of Nikomakhos' Second Term," Historia 9, 1960, pp. 270-293; R. S. Stroud, University of Califor- 
nia Publications: Classical Studies, III, Drakon's Law on Homicide, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1968, pp. 
24-26. 

22 Thus I reconcile Nikomachos' actions as described in Lysias, XXX.11-12, i.e. exhibiting a non-So- 
lonian law, with his general charge, mentioned ibid., 2, "to publish the laws of Solon," for those actions 
were evidently within the scope of his legal activity (he passed a dokimasia and was re-elected anagra- 
pheus), which was, as the speaker would have us believe, defined fairly narrowly. 

23 See footnote 21 above. 
24 Some of these sacrifices are preserved on a new fragment, Agora I 7471, to be published by S. Dow. 
25 In this regard it is probably worth noting that Kephalos (Andocides, On the Mysteries, 116) cites a 

stele in the Eleusinion (for the law on the suppliant's branch) but not the Code of Solon, though Andoc- 
ides did cite a law of Solon earlier (ibid., 111). If the revised Solonian Code included a complete set of 
laws on the Mysteries we might expect Kephalos to have cited it with all its authority rather than a "stele" 
in the Eleusinion. 
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in the early part of the 4th century.26 After the Peloponnesian War many years must 
have passed before once again people from throughout the Greek world came to Eleusis 
in large numbers to see the Mysteries. Indeed, most of the preserved statutes on this 
stele can be seen as reflecting a need for legal remedies to cope with difficulties created 
by very large numbers of initiates; i.e., they reflect a desire to attract them and they 
reflect a concern for their well-being after their arrival. If the initiates were treated 
properly they would be more likely to encourage others to attend this Panhellenic festi- 
val. The announcement of the Mysteries (epangelia), selection of the spondophoroi, 
extension of the Sacred Truce by several weeks over its former length, the report of the 
spondophoroi on how they were treated during their mission, the regulations con- 
cerning false myesis, the appointment of additional officials, called epimeletai, to help 
the basileus in managing the public part of the festival and in maintaining order, the 
statute making exegesis available at specific times to Athenians and foreigners, are 
among the best preserved statutes that support this hypothesis. 

The task of drawing up this code for the Mysteries was undoubtedly given to the 
nomothetai.A7 The present stele represents the results of their deliberations, which, as I 
suggested above, may have been inscribed in stages. 

COMMENTARY 

SIDE A, a+b 

F. Sokolowski's text assumes a line of 56 letters; and since many of his restorations 
are based on that length, now shown to be too short (by 41 letters), I think there is no 
need to discuss any but those of his restorations that still remain possible or probable. 

Line 1: axa&y'yEXo-Lq (= aTayyEXLta) is attested (Anecdota Graeca, ed. Bekker, 
438; LSJ, s.v.), but since Em7ayAyEXa seems to have been the regular term for the 
announcement of the truce of the Mysteries (IG 112, 1235, line 7), J. H. Oliver and F. 
Sokolowski plausibly restored E1aTyyEX0-Lq, which is otherwise unattested. 

Sometimes, perhaps always, the E'roayyEXa was written by the hierophant; the 
writing undoubtedly required rhetorical and diplomatic skill; and in each city which the 
spondophoroi visited they read the EirayyEXVa written specifically for that city.28 

There is no compelling reason for restoring fzE'v at the beginning of the line. Also 
possible is [Ka1L ITEpL E4wayyEXoEWq: a new regulation in line 29 is introduced by KaL 

The last word is a noun, apparently beginning with a-v[- -. Sokolowski's restoration 
a7[ov6o0optLa makes good sense but seems not to be supported by the stone. 

26 On the increased exegetical activity in this period see Sacred Officials, pp. 91-92. For a survey of the 
new construction activity and construction plans at Eleusis in the second quarter of the century see G. E. 
Mylonas, Eleusis and the Eleusinian Myster-ies, Princeton 1961, pp. 130-139. 

27 On the nomothetai see Stroud, op.cit. (foonote 6 above), pp. 162-163; MacDowell, op. cit. (footnote 
6 above); idem, The Law in Classical Athens, Ithaca, N.Y. 1978, pp. 48-49. 

28 Cf. A. Wilhelm, Wiener- Anzeiger 61, 1924, pp. 101-103; Sacred Officials, p. 23. 
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Line 2: Spondophoroi had to be chosen to take the E'ra-yyEt'a throughout the 
Greek world. These lines probably concern their selection. A dokimasia (for them) is 
mentioned in line 6. The Sacred Truce is the subject of lines 9-20. 
Restoration of an age qualification for the spondophoroi, such as we have in line 31 for 
the epimeletai, seems more appropriate than Sokolowski's EK TOWL Xp7)-AWV yE]EyO- 

VoT&Jv. So we may restore: EK T&JV VEp TptaKOVTa ET'T yE]yOvoEvT or perhaps a greater 
minimum age. IG JJ2, 1236 (ante med. saec. II a.) indicates that the spondophoroi were 
taken from the Eumolpidai and Kerykes; it refers to these clans as gene E' x'v ot o-rov- 
6o4OpOL EKITE/J.aTOVTaL. A possible restoration of lines 1-2 to fit what appears to be the 
sense would be: [7TEpL' TNs EbrayyE'oAc ial crV[ ... E' oXri8a' Kal K'pvKa' 

atpEcroOat o1rov8o4Xpovq E' E'avTOV E(K T('OV ......... ET7) yE]yOvO'TOv. Then perhaps: Es 
pEv Ta /[EyaoXa MvoT'ptLa, the date when the spondophoroi for the Greater Mysteries 
are to be chosen, q 8 - ,.uKpa MVOTpa, the date when the spondophoroi for the 
Lesser Mysteries are to be chosen] tW'Ta4LE'VOV. 

Lines 4-7: Here the process of dokimasia for the spondophoroi is described. The 
thesmothetai are to bring the dokimasia before a dikasterion. The law seems to urge 
(line 5) that it be done by a specific time, but if it cannot be done by that time ([Et 8E' 

1i then as soon as possible thereafter (o"Tak 71TpWTOV o[ ov TE D]).29 After the doki- 
masia-we might restore 67TELj8oavl 60Kt1/ao-<0>W(o-rt-the spondophoroi are to make a 
sacrifice. (The stone has omicron instead of theta.) T[o' rov8ooopo' or the names of 
the deities (certainly Demeter and Kore, perhaps others as well) may follow OV'EV. 

Line 8: Sokolowski suggests that the banquet was of the same sort as the eisite- 
teria, celebrated by magistrates before taking office, or the banquet celebrated by am- 
bassadors before their mission.30 

Lines 9-11: The Sacred Truce of the Mysteries first appears in IG J2, 6, where it is 
called simply crov8aot (ToiCo-L /VO"TEO,LV, KTX., B, lines 5ff.). It is called ao /kVo-TTqpWJTt8E' 
crlov6a elsewhere in our inscription (lines 20, 26), and the same term occurs in a decree 
of 367/6 (Hesperia 8, 1939, pp. 6-7, no. 3) and in Aeschines, Aristides, and Pollux.31 

Reference to the Delphic oracle probably indicates an innovation, sanctioned by 
Apollo either at this time or earlier.32 In IG J2, 76, line 34, all the Greek cities are 
urged to give aparchai KaTa' Ta T7J-pta Kat TEV aV.TELaV TEV Ey AEXOOV. Perhaps KaTa 

Ta 'TTpta Kat should be restored here at the end of line 11. 
Sokolowski restored 7TapE'XEv 8E EKao-T-7v T&V lroX]EWv E0x&a. This may be the 

sense, though the exact wording is far from certain. The Athenians on occasion 
awarded E0o8t6a to foreign ambassadors (IG JJ2, 116, 124, 149). But it seems unlikely 
that they would expect all cities honoring the truce to provide E'40&a. The city of Gon- 

29 For the phrase cf. Demosthenes, XXI.47; IG 112, 654, lines 54-55. 
30 TAPA 88 1957, p. 133; Demosthenes, XIX.189-190. 
3' Aeschines, 11.133: Kat roil o-mTov8ofrpotS rO m rw LvcTTpt&Tt&S vO8& ETayEX Aovt yoot row 

'ExxAVw (DCKEV; OVK EOITELXTavTO. Aristides, Eleusinios, 258; Pollux, 1.36. 
32 Cf. Sacred Officials, p. 15; M. P. Nilsson, Geschichte der griechischen Religion I, 3rd ed., Munich 1967, 

pp. 630-631. 
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noi in the 3rd century provided OEw0PO8OKOViVTE', but not Ek08t&a, for the Athenian 
spondophoroi.33 

Lines 12-13 may concern the accounting the spondophoroi have to make of their 
expenditures. A penalty appears in line 13. 

Lines 13-14: Perhaps: Tcv iEpE'I WV Toiv OEOLV. 

Lines 14-16: The old spelling ErITrTr)wt0Lv looks like part of an excerpt from an 
old law, and so led Meritt (and Sokolowski) to restore:34 Or-ov&ots E'vat TOil AkVcTT7)OLV 

Kalt TOLt' EITIoITITt)v Kat T[OiS aKOXOV0OtUiV Kat xp7yaoLV rcv 69vdwv Kat AOvval|t- 

ouinv o'aro-tv, from IG 12, 6, B, lines 4-13 ( LSS, no. 3) of ca. 460 B.C. The length 
of the line, established by the new fragments, now shows that this restoration must be 
either incorrect or incomplete. Perhaps additional information appeared after Xp-j4ttao-t 
-Toil' 6ovE1wv. 

Line 16: On the pattern of IG 12, 6 we should now expect, having just been told 
for whom the truce was established, its time limits. Thus we might restore: [a`pxEv 8E 

r6v XP?vov Tcv (ocov&v e rct Mvorn1pta7 ot uE yCOtAP r6 aEKarT[o,8aotVOS O TO - - 

Kat TOV METayELTPv5Va Kat Top Bo-q8poAtc^va Kat --- I. The truce therefore started 
several weeks earlier than was ordained in IG 12, 6. 

This would then explain why on at least one occasion in the 3rd century Athenian 
spondophoroi apparently announced the Panathenaia, Eleusinia, and the Mysteries 
during the same mission.35 The Panathenaia took place in Hekatombaion, the Eleusinia 
in Metageitnion, and the Mysteries in Boedromion. Much expense must have been 
saved by making the announcement of all three on a single mission. 

Line 21: For 86]Kaq cf. Side B, b, line 7. 
Line 22: In 'ApX'E0, 1914, p. 168 (see footnote 33 above) we read: ToVs 8E on7TOV- 

8ofx0povs ToVi; ErTayyEXXovTa' cTa TE 'EXEV0O&U Kat Ta Hava9qvata Kat Ta MvOrTpta 

rpocoTa1ooEpELP EIS rO M7rTP(cOV Ev To9 X6oyoLs ota ovo4iaTa TOcPv 0EwPO8OKOVVPZV 

TrpoOEv, o'reTv Kat TaSoE rcs qo6E(ayva' [roaa orov8a6 aroEpCOtv (lines 
35-43); in IG 112, 847, the epimeletai of the Mysteries rovi ... Xoyovs a'v[r]EVEvo- 

xaotv lTpo TovS XoyuOTar KaOt EtI [TO1 M-Tp(tov (lines 27-29). Here airoylpawovrTv 
seems to be equivalent to aIro4E'pELv with the sense "put on record". A good example 
of this use of aIroypa4EtLv can be found in IG 112, 212 (346 B.C.), lines 60-63: [Tovi" 8e 

rPEp[E'Io,3EtL a7roypa4JaLt Ta o6vo6ia[Ta v T v1r]Ip[EoLI xv w a' v apaot,8 v Tt ypaAjia[TEdt 

r7Rs /3IovX7R. 
The beginning of line 23 demands a singular subject; the basileus, as the city's 

general supervisor of these religious matters, seems most appropriate. 
The latter part of the line seems to refer to publication of some part of the report 

of the spondophoroi: e.g., a avi a'roypalPcLcrc acvaypac[dEuv. 

33 'ApX'Ek, 1914, p. 168 (= B. Helly, Gonnoi II, Amsterdam 1973, pp. 121-122, no. 109). 
34 Following a suggestion of E. Schweigert, AJA 50, 1946, pp. 287-288. 
35 Op. cit. (footnote 33 above). In 169 B.C. the Athenians sent two missions to Egypt, one for the 

Panathenaia, the second for the Mysteria (Polybios, XXVIII.19). Cf. L. Robert, Hellenica XI-XII, p. 110, 
note 5. 
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Line 24: 1 vaq: perhaps the same word as IEpogIEvaq, line 26. 
Lines 25-27: At first one might think that this section is concerned with bringing 

charges on various infractions, perhaps infractions related to the Sacred Truce and the 
behavior of the spondophoroi, but there seems not to be enough space for such a proce- 
dure to be expressed, if we compare lines 28-30. 

For the phrase 'AOqvacI] v TWLt 3[oIXoE'vco o [l E'(EOT see Hesperia 43, 1974, p. 
158, line 34. o4s >'(E0-TI indicates that the privilege is restricted to those who have not 
been deprived of citizenship rights by attkiLa.36 And additionally excluded, perhaps, are 
those who are not allowed to participate in the Mysteries; or charges are to be brought 
against such people for improperly participating. 

o"rjpT71L6zba'bs 7p1'pa' is possible, as in IG 112, 1338, line 9; but rov8a'&, which 
has been the subject in the preceding section, is more likely here. 

Line 27-29: It is illegal for a person who knows that he is not a member of the 
Eumolpidai or Kerykes to perform ,Uov7rCZ6. The phrase KJp1VKWV cdv, "member of 
Kerykes", is used in Andocides, On the Mysteries, 116, and AvEv 8E E[vLaL TovsI ocrt 

KEPV1KC KaL. Ei[AoXrt8`vI is an attractive restoration in IG 12, 6 Myesis was the 
preliminary Einweihung preparatory to participation in the Mysteries.38 

It may seem odd that someone might not know that he was not a member of the 
Eumolpidai or Kerykes. But it evidently could happen. We do not know how well the 
membership lists of these gene were maintained, or how strictly participation in a for- 
mal ceremony (as opposed to the simple fact of descent) was necessary for membership. 
From Andocides, On the Mysteries, 127, we learn that a ceremony of introduction was 
sometimes performed for a child who was relatively old ( &rj tuE'y av 6'vTa). But if a per- 
son was not formally made a member when he was an infant, the normal age of formal 
introduction (as Andocides implies), and if later the child was not informed of this, he 
and his relatives might well assume, without consulting the list of the genos (if it was 
available), that he was a member, since his father (or mother's father) had been. In the 
late 2nd century after Christ Valerius Mamertinus believed that he was a member of 
the Kerykes, even though he was not, and the genos actually elected him dadouchos; 
but he was removed from the priesthood when a legal challenge proved that he was not 
a member of the genos (J. H. Oliver, Hesperia, Suppl. XIII, Marcus Aurelius: Aspects of 
Civic and Cultural Policy in the East, Princeton 1970, p. 4, lines 9-11). The present 
statute, if correctly restored, was presumably not aimed at a "Valerius Mamertinus" but 
at someone who had no reasonable pretext for membership or who had been advised by 
the genos that he was not a member. 

The latter part of line 27 should be directed at the subject of irpoo-a{ynq as wrong- 
doer, just as the preceding clause is directed at the subject of twlI as wrongdoer. The 

36 Demosthenes, XXI.47, etc.; A. R. W. Harrison, The Law of Athens: Procedure, Oxford 1971, pp. 
82-83. The phrase appears also in a decree of Roman date found at Pikermi: where the editor, J. J. Pollitt, 
restored E(-rTw K[aTra a v'Tov 0'o-tSI 7IpoS T'rV /3ovXAjV Kat Tov 83aotXE'a 'A07[v'qoat Tv7i /3OvXoAE'I VW Oti 

E'SEOTLV (Hesperia 34, 1965, p. 126, lines 7-10), we should read 'AOrj[vcadWl. 
37 Lines 30-31 in my edition, Sacred Officials, p. 11. 
38 See the discussion ibid., pp. 12-13, and literature there cited. 
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sense then must be that a person who introduces someone to be initiated is guilty, for 
some reason. This initiation cannot refer to the initiation proper at Eleusis, because if a 
person had undergone a legitimate myesis, there would normally be no legal impedi- 
ment keeping him and his mystagogos from taking part in the Mysteries. So ,Arvjro6- 
ALE POP ought to refer to myesis, about to be conducted improperly in some way. The 
impropriety, I suspect, is of the same type as was described in the preceding clause: the 
wrongdoer here is one who introduces a prospective initiate to a person who is not a 
member of the Eumolpidai or Kerykes, for the sake of obtaining myesis. Thus we have 
as a possible restoration: -'r EL'a 7rpooay-&y TV; AVo-E[V Oi-p6' Tp'a OVK oi-ia T& 

YE Pc) P Irod ) E OPV. The closest parallel to the phrase Ta' yEPTJ TOLV vOP is T yEPTJ Ta 

1TEpt TC OECO.39 A prospective initiate, among the hundreds and thousands who came to 
Athens each year, had somehow, in the days before the Mysteries, to find someone 
who could give him myesis, and he usually had to pay for this service.40 A 5th-century 
law forbade the Eumolpidai and Kerykes from initiating candidates in groups, which of 
course would have been quite lucrative.41 People were alert to the opportunities for 
taking advantage of the prospective initiates. There were men posing as members of 
either of these clans, and others were ready to introduce people to the impostors.42 

Phasis in cases of impiety was brought before the basileus.43 The special advantage 
for the denouncer, if he succeeded, was an award of one half of the penalty (T4,' qAa). 
So in the lacuna we may expect to read that the Heliaia is to impose a fine if the man is 
found guilty. That should be the end of the matter. It is quite extraordinary to read that 
the Boule also has a role, [-a- TvloI 03oVXEVETct) 8 o30XT c') l &&KOPTO -, which must 
occur after the Heliaia has acted, and must therefore have to do with additional sen- 
tencing. But we do not have one of the traditional formulae for sentencing, such as 
4YWLOVTW, 7TEpt aVTO TLJaT&J, E7TLOC0E JOL OTt av 8OK-)nt a6LO' EL'vat a7TOTEccra, etc. It 
seems best, then, to regard the imposition of a fine as the work of the dikasterion, as 
was consistent with usual Athenian practice, and to understand that the Boule has the 
right to impose some further penalty if it so wished. As a possible restoration we may 
consider: Kcd[v a" 3L (LO'T&X 'Hala Ka 'TEpL avITIo O80XEVETLt X /0XTL' a& &&KOVTO'. 

(Kdv aciX4, Oavam2 4TAov'v occurs in Demosthenes, XX.135.) But in our document it is 
probably not a question of the death penalty; phasis normally demands a monetary fine, 

39 IG 112, 2944; 1236, line 12; Sacred Officials, p. 23. 
40 Cf. IG 112, 1672 (329/8), line 207; 1673, line 62 (= K. Clinton, 'ApX'Ek, 1971, pp. 85-86). 
41 IG 12, 6 (= Sacred Officials, p. 11, lines 26-30). 
42 Christian Habicht, upon reading my manuscript (minus the next to last paragraph above), suggested 

the following reading: 
27 - - EcV 8E' Tts ltvi-[t EltoX [r=8wV Kat K7qpVKOIJ oVvEIt6wl, 71 EaP lrpO(ayT)t T6S LVT(TO/E[VO0V TIva wI 

' ~, , ,^^ 

A-o00tOV EOTt A.VE-0-6at Todl- 
28 [VI OEOLV, Oat'EtVv, KTX. 

(This gives line 27 a length of 98 letters, instead of the normal 97.) The sense is reasonable, and the resto- 
ration is possible. However, I am uneasy about the word o-vvEIC8t6. It seems quite unnecessary to use (or 
restore) -VVELC86C, which implies connivance or conspiracy, when all that is required for the sense is E86qs 
awareness; and as far as I know, EL86ON, not o-vvEt86W', is the normal legal term for this condition. I still 
prefer the restorations that I have discussed above. 

48 Demosthenes, XXII.27; cf. Harrison, op. cit. (footnote 36 above), pp. 218-220, especially 219, note 6. 
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and the process was sufficiently well known that there was no need here to state that 
the prosecutor is to receive one half of the fine imposed. The matter was sufficiently 
grave, however, that the Boule was given the right to deliberate afterwards about the 
wrongdoer and presumably to pass, if necessary, a decree that imposed a further penalty 
(which I assume would then have to be approved by the Demos), perhaps some form 
of atimia.44 Improper myesis affected the integrity of the Mysteries, and as the Mysteries 
were the central Panhellenic cult at Athens, the honor of the city was at stake. We may 
recall the last sentence of the main decree in IG 12, 76, concerning the donation of first 
fruits to Demeter and Kore: [Toik s 8E6 TaViTa 1roao-r loXa' a',yaOa EVat Kat EVKapITaV 

KaLt lTOXVKaplifa[v, hod TLVEs av [AlE a8KO(crt 'A6Evabos /E6 TEl' I7TO'XV TE V 'AOEvabov 

/JE6E TO' OEO'. 

This decree (IG 12, 76, lines 21-23) and especially the traditional meeting of the 
Boule in the Eleusinion on the day after the Mysteries (Andocides, On the Mysteries, 
110-116) attest to the Boule's traditional concern for the Mysteries. The present pas- 
sage is another example. 

The Boule by itself did not have the power of imposing the death penalty. Nor 
could it normally impose fines above 500 drachmas. But in some spheres, e.g. naval 
matters, it could, as Rhodes points out, enact "an adjusting measure after a court had 
passed sentence," and in this case, "specify in a decree a penalty more severe than it 
could on its own authority inflict."45 But the situation here does not seem to be the 
same; here the Boule is only given authority /8oVXEvEtV, and we are probably to assume 
that a resolution passed by the Boule in this matter had to be approved by the Demos.46 
There seem to be no grounds for thinking that this might conflict with the statement in 
Athenaion Politeia, 45.1, that the Boule was not authorized to impose the death penalty, 
imprison, or impose a monetary fine (To f9avaToVv Kat 8ELP Kat Xpqacrv 4)/Lovv) 

One effect of atimia could be exclusion of a person from the Agora and religious 
sanctuaries. Since mystai probably underwent myesis at the Eleusinion at Eleusis or the 
one in the city,47 even as limited an atimia as this would be especially appropriate for 
this type of offense. 

Lines 29-31: This may be the initial authorization of new officials for the Mys- 
teries who are called epimeletai (see above, under Date and Purpose). The law is re- 

44 According to Andocides, On the Mysteries, 76, some forms of atimia were imposed by decree. Aes- 
chines, 1.28, seems to imply that atimia can be imposed for impiety. 

45 Rhodes, op. cit. (footnote 6 above), p. 154. In the decree that Rhodes discusses in this connection, 
IG JJ2, 1631, lines 350-403, we read in lines 401-403: TO 8E' rkt1o-wa To8E ai'7av ELvat Eto 0vXaK7V r Tq 

Xwpa?q, EITEL6'87 EOr-TC ITEPL XPj1.&awv Eito-7rpatEOJ'. c>vXaK-q T7s Xd?paq may have been the justification for 
this practice. Rhodes has written to me concerning line 29 that he believes that here "the boule is to be 
invited not to impose an additional penalty but in a more general sense to decide (or advise) what should 
be done about the unfortunate occurrence." He suggests 1rplo,83oXEvE'o. If he is correct, then perhaps the 
whole restoration should be: 7TEpt 6' iv-To 7TpIo3oXEvOEo V'T 8loXA. 

46 In IG I2, 110 (= R. Meiggs and D. Lewis, A Selection of Greek Historical Inscriptions, Oxford 1969, 
no. 85), lines 39-45, the Boule is ordered 83ovXEvio-at but the most severe action open to it was to turn the 
parties in question over to a dikasterion. 

47 Sacred Officials, p. 11, lines 43-46 (= IG I2, 6), and p. 12. 
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peated in summary form in the Athenaion Politeia, 57.1: [6] 8E 83a-CXEl' 1Trp&TOV AE 

MV0r-TTpko E'7TL/EXE[TaL / AETa TrV Er7TLJEXT)TcOVV c53 o 8v 6 [dos XIELPOTOVE', 0vo /uEV Ef 
'AOqva'uwv a'-a'VT0V, E'Va 8' [P EvAoXnr68cV, EVaI 8' EKK-)pV'Kwv. The activity of the 
basileus and epimeletai is described in the Ath. Pol. here as Er1T4AEXECir0a, and a few 
lines later in the Ath. Pol. that of the basileus as 8LOCKECV, which justifies our restoration 
at the end of line 29. Their concerns were principally the administration of the festival 
and maintenance of order. The duties of the basileus during the Mysteries are described 
in more detail in Pseudo-Lysias, VI (Against Andocides). 4: V'r4Ep Vi5W3v Kai S OVcOa' OVVOEL 

KCXL EVa' EV(ETat KaT& Ta 7TaTpLa, Ta (kE El T 'VOa8E 'EXEVV4CP, Ta be EV 
'EXEVo-vL LEpEP, Kat TT)' EOpTT)' Er7/CAEXvf-ETac Mvo-TpCw, 6'orw v a/ P )8Ec' L&K8C?7 AT8 E' 

a0E/3) T& 'LEpa. Sacrifices made by the epimeletai at the Greater and Lesser Mysteries 
are mentioned in honorary decrees.48 Some epimeletai went considerably beyond what 
their duties demanded and donated various necessities for the festival, ranging from 
sacrificial victims to, in one case, a bridge.49 

We must assume, I think, that it was the popularity of the Mysteries in the 4th 
century that necessitated the appointment of these officials to help the basileus. The 
LEpOrOLoL 'EXEV0Lvt'50 may have had similar duties, but by 408/7 their former principal 
duty, the administration of the sanctuary, was in the hands of the ErTo-TaoTat 'EXEv- 

LV,51 and thereafter we have no evidence of the existence of officials called 1Epo0TOCoL 

'EXEVO-iV. Whatever duties they may once have had in the maintenance of order and 
preparation of the festival are now to be carried out by the epimeletai. The earliest 
reference elsewhere to the epimeletai is from 347.52 Sometimes, as in 302/1, they were 
helped in their task of keeping order by the taxiarchs.53 

48 IG 112, 661, 683, 807, 847. They also served at the Lenaia (IG 112, 1496, line 35; Ath. Pol., 57.1). 
49For the bridge, IG 112, 1191, 2840, 2841; other significant documents concerning the epimeletai: IG 

112, 807 and 847, J. H. Oliver, Hesperia 10, 1941, pp. 65-72, no. 31, and S. V. Tracy, Hesperia 48, 1979, 
pp. 174-178, no. 1. The last decree (214/3), honoring the ephebes of the preceding year, reads in lines 
10-13, as edited by S. V. Tracy: E'V TE TEL T[EXET?`01 T'V Mvo-Tr)pflwv ELTVpyT)JaV KaX&Y Ka' EVJGE/3W8[ 

Saq.8 ca- 12 -- ah'i-o0 6o 0E T/3aJLXEV'; Ka' oi t Mv rp[L'Twv ETLAtEX)zTaL]. In the unrestored lacuna 
perhaps we should read: EVO-Ef3w[k O-V VEXELTOvpy)o-av 6' ar]vTo'ts KTX. The importance of the ephebes is 
illustrated by describing them as performing some functions similar to those of the basileus and epimeletai. 
For the verb, cf. the examples mentioned in LSJ: LSCG, no. 65, line 115 and IG 112, 1329, line 15. This 
new decree has led A. G. Woodhead (as reported by Tracy, Hesperia 48, 1979, p. 176) to restore the 
basileus and epimeletai in IG 112, 700, line 13. 

The epimeletai are mentioned in IG 112, 1672, lines 243-246 as making contracts, together with the 
basileus, his paredroi, and the epistatai. 

50 IG 12, 76, 311. The hieropoioi for the Hephaistia had the epimeleia of the procession in their charge 
(IG 12, 84). There is no evidence, however, that the hieropoioi were responsible for the epimeleia of the 
Mysteries together with the basileus at that period (the end of the 5th century). On the hieropoioi see K. 
Clinton, "IG 12 5, the Eleusinia and the Eleusinians," AJP 100, 1979, pp. 1-12. We are probably to 
assume that the basileus was solely responsible for the epimeleia of the Mysteries until the time of this law, 
when the epimeletai were established. 

51 IG 12, 313, 314. 
52 See above, p. 272. 
53 W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia 9, 1940, pp. 104-108, no. 20. 
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It is curious to read first a general description of the duties of the epimeletai (lines 
29-30) and then the manner of their election rather than the other way around, which 
would be normal. If we take 1rpoo-atpE&xrat to mean "choose in addition", we might 
eliminate this difficulty by restoring the name of some other officials in the lacuna in 
line 29, such as Kia[tO' LEd 0 pOIrtOV. But then we would, I think, create a more serious 
difficulty, namely that specific powers of the epimeletai would be described, in lines 
31-33, but not those of these other officials. In addition, we would then have only a 
description of some of the duties of the epimeletai but no description of their general 
areas of responsibility, the epimeleia and the dioikesis; for these general responsibilities 
we would be left only with their name and the references to epimeleia in lines 33-34. 
Furthermore, we have no evidence of the existence at this time of hieropoioi in charge 
of the dioikesis and epimeleia of the Mysteria. The only hieropoioi attested at Eleusis in 
the 4th century were the ?EpO070LOL KaT' EVLavTOl who were in charge of the dioikesis of 
the Eleusinia (which is not to be confused with the Mysteria) and certain sacrifices 
(Ath. Pol., 54.7; IG JJ2, 1672, lines 221, 251, 303), and the CEpO7TOL& E5y f3ovXiq (ibid., 
lines 280, 284, 289, 295, 299) who were in this instance in charge of matters pertaining 
to the aparche. In 341/0 the prytaneis of Aigeis honored ten of their number who had 
served as 1EpOrItOt ot 0 ar MvO-TptLa 1Ep01r07qo-aVTEq 5EXEVJLVL (IG 112, 1749, lines 
80-84), but these men probably just represented the prytany at sacrifices at Eleusis 
during the Mysteria (which took place when this prytany was in office). The passage in 
the Ath. Pol. describing the duties and election of the epimeletai (57.1), strictly speak- 
ing, follows the same order as the present inscription: first duties, then election, though 
the syntax in the Ath. Pol. does not call attention to the anomaly as much as does the 
syntax here. The law here seems to be making a general statement about the epimeleia 
and the dioikesis of the Mysteries, and then goes on to describe the duties of the offi- 
cials responsible for the epimeleia, especially the new ones, the epimeletai, who will 
assist the basileus. 7rpoo-aLtpEr'Oat, I assume, means "choose an assistant" (to the basi- 
leus), a use that is well attested. In mentioning the dioikesis of the Mysteries the law 
implies, of course, that those Eumolpidai and Kerykes responsible for it and who are 
not epimeletai do not share in the epimeleia with the same legal powers that the epi- 
meletai are to have. 

Here and in the Athenaion Politeia there are four epimeletai. The following inscrip- 
tions, however, indicate that there were only two of them: IG 112, 661 (283/2), 807 
(med. saec. III a.), 847 (215/4). In the late 4th or early 3rd century their number appar- 
ently was reduced; perhaps only those from the Eumolpidai and Kerykes were re- 
tained;54 but it is not clear whether the men honored in these decrees belonged to 
either of these gene. 

Lines 32-33: Fining the disorderly or bringing them to court was probably the 
most important function of the epimeletai. The fine they could impose seems to be 
either 20 or 200 drachmas, unless the sign for 50 occupied two spaces. The sum of 50 

54 Cf. J. Toepffer, Attische Genealogie, Berlin 1889, pp. 78-80. 
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drachmas is mentioned elsewhere as a fine that a magistrate could impose on his own 
authority.55 

Line 33: For the vacant space at the start of a new regulation cf. lines 36, 37, 
38, 44. 

Lines 34-35: "The basileus is to have one of the praktores and the secretary, 
starting on the first (of Boedromion) until the assembly of initiates is dissolved, and 
they (the praktor and the secretary) are to record the fines which the basileus or any of 
the epimeletai imposes." 

The praktores, ten in number, were responsible for registering and collecting over- 
due public debts.56 The secretary is undoubtedly the ypaga4TE1VN o KaiTar 17pV TV7aPEap, 

also called 1ypa/..tpAaTEV' TTrs 8ovXMq.57 This is most likely not the old ypar..paTEiV' TI)' 

f3ovX "", whose term lasted for a single prytany (it would have been awkward to have to 
change secretaries approximately in the middle of the festival), but rather the annual 
secretary, an office which was introduced sometime after 368/7 but before 363/2.58 This 
secretary is apparently the same as the one mentioned earlier in this law (line 22). P. J. 
Rhodes suggested (in a letter to me) that the Greek of line 34 implies that the prak- 
tores had a secretary, and that it is their secretary who is to record fines, not the princi- 
pal secretary of the Athenian state. This is entirely possible. I would expect the text to 
make this clear, however, by saying Toy ypa1'.q1.aTEa TOVTWV, just as, for example. Ath. 
Pol., 55.1 does not say simply KXT)pOvuLv GEJA%OE'Taq LEV E4 Kat ypaluuaRTEa but Kiait 

ypa1f.kpAaTEa TOVTOLK, even where such clarity is not required. The Mysteria were of 
special importance to the Boule and the Athenian state (see above, p. 280); so to me it 
is not surprising to find that the task described here is one of the duties of the secretary 
of the Boule. 

For iros vojluY]t aq compare line 39. The terminal date is the day the assembly of 
initiates breaks up, probably Boedromion 23 or 24.59 

One would expect TIS T&) - pru-Evcov, but perhaps the genitive is to be construed 
with [kwidak, "the penalties of (i.e., imposed by) the epimeletai." 

Lines 36-38: The &iKat (line 38) would be directed, I suppose, at the epimeletai 
and the other officials, named above, who were charged with the imposition and re- 
cording of fines, since the dikai are IrEpt EKCaO-TOV aVTWV. The accusations would con- 
cern improper official conduct in general, but perhaps more usually they would charge 
that inappropriate penalties were imposed or penalties were improperly recorded, or that 
penalties were imposed on people who were not disorderly. One possible restoration 
that we might consider is 8&[Ka&ELV TT P3oM8)' Kata TOVNS E'vvEa apxovTaq, since the 
Boule could decide cases brought against magistrates which evidently did not involve an 

55 Cf. J. H. Lipsius, Das attische Recht und Rechtsverfahren I, Leipzig 1905, pp. 53-54. 
56 Cf. Rhodes, op. cit. (footnote 6 above), pp. 150-151. 
57 Cf. ibid., pp. 134-137. 
58 Ibid., p. 135. 
59 Cf. S. Dow, HCSP 48, 1937, pp. 111-120; J. D. Mikalson, The Sacred and Civil Calendar of the Athe- 

nian Year, Princeton 1975, pp. 60-61, 65. 
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eisangelia,60 and it traditionally had a special concern for the Mysteries. There is no 
indication, however, that the nine archons might ever have presided over the Boule. A 
restoration that makes better sense is: Ta'; 8E [86hLKaS 8&[Ka&EV TlV 'MHtaxa Kat TO'; 

El vvEa Q3pXoVTOs. The difficulty with it, as P. J. Rhodes pointed out to me, is that 
&KCa'EV would have two meanings: for the Heliaia, "decide the verdict", and for the 
nine archons, "preside over", though we may have a parallel in Ath. Pol., 57.4: &LKa4Et 

8' 6 8ao-tXEV'q Ka' ol 0 vXof8ao-tisXJs Kata Ta'; TL V PanVIXwV Kat TJ3V aXXcov wcv. It will be 
helpful to quote here Rhodes' commentary on &LKa4ECV in Ath. Pol., 52.3 (an excerpt, 
which he kindly sent me, from his forthcoming commentary* on the entire Ath. Pol.): 

86Ka4ovo-LV: Here the verb is used of the officials who preside at the trial and, presumably, are 
responsible for the declaration of the verdict (cf. 57. iv, of the basileus); but more commonly it 
is used of the men, whether magistrates or jurors, who actually decide the verdict (e.g. 53. i-ii, 
63. iii; cf. KaTa&LKa4ELV in M&L 31, 18-19, with Wade-Gery, Essays, 182-5, Rhodes, A.B., 204 
n. 1). Presumably the word was used of magistrates in the days when they habitually did decide 
verdicts, but its use here is not simply a survival from that period, since the ElO-ayWyELs were a 
recent creation; the original meaning of the word may have been 'state the right'. See H. J. 
Wolff, Traditio iv 1946, 75-6, D. M. MacDowell, Athenian Homicide Law, 37-8, Harrison, L.A., 
ii. 38 n. 1; and cf. on 8ta&Ka?46E in 57. ii. 

The restoration under consideration still, as Rhodes again pointed out, does not provide 
for an Eoffayovo-a apX This difficulty may perhaps be overcome by modifying the 
restoration slightly and restoring, in addition, EUa-a'yEu in the lacuna in line 38, in order 
to read in lines 37-38: 8&[K4EV TTV PHx -1 Kat TO'; I PVVEa aRpxovTa' Ta' 1UETa TT/P 

[EOp-)TV E1O-ayELv] E'va ITEpt EKaO-TOV aVTv: "The Heliaia is to decide the cases. The 
nine archons are to introduce the 'post-festival' cases, one (archon) concerning each of 
them (the magistrates)." There could be as many as nine defendants if one counts the 
four epimeletai, the praktor, the secretary, and the basileus and his two paredroi. The 
paredroi have not been mentioned earlier, but there seems to be no reason to assume 
that they would not have helped the basileus during the Mysteries. The basileus of 
course would not have been responsible for introducing a case concerning himself. For 
the phrase Ta'; j%ET& T)71) [EopTiv7, as referring to a certain class of suits, compare, e.g., 

;TL TV i c jVXO Kat TrcV aXXcv Cwv (Ath. Pol., 57.4, cited above). If the restoration 
EcOWYEW is correct, this would represent the only situation, as far as I know, where an 

60 See Rhodes, op. cit. (footnote 6 above), pp. 169-171; Stroud, op. cit., (footnote 6 above), p. 182, 
though M. H. Hansen, Eisaggelia, Odense 1975, p. 28, suggests the reading E'o-ay[yEXE'Trw pv] in lines 
33-34; but cf. ibid., pp. 112-113 and Antiphon, VI.49. It may be relevant to recall that the ekklesia when 
deliberating on ostracism was presided over by the Boule and the nine archons; cf. Rhodes, op. cit., p. 18. 

These suits do not seem to be the same as the ones mentioned in Hesperia 10, 1941, pp. 65-72, no. 
31, lines 33-35. 

*The following quotation contains abbreviations not generally used in Hesperia: 
M&L = Meiggs and Lewis; see footnote 46 above. 
A.B. = The Athenian Botile; see footnote 6 above. 
L.A. = The Law of Athens; see footnote 36 above. 

Also cited: Wade-Gery, Essays in Greek Histoiy, Oxford 1958, and MacDowell, Athenian Homicide Law, 
Manchester 1965. [Ed.] 
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individual could take his case to any of the nine archons, who could then become the 
Eaoayovo-a apXq and who could even preside over one of these &'KaLt at' ALETa' TTv 

EOpTVv, though not necessarily the one that he introduced. The involvement of all nine 
archons would be unusual, but since the six thesmothetai were the Eo-ayovo-at apXat 
for certain kinds of cases, there seems to be no theoretical difficulty in the way of all 
nine archons' serving as EITGoayovuat apxat. 

Lines 38-40: Some other officials seem also to be the subject of E'17yEo-Gat. For 
ap]e[aA] e[ vo] &s or voAq vtoaq see line 34. The month, T [ov METayELTVUVOs], may 
follow.61 Although the article is elsewhere spelled To, we do have EKaO-TOV in line 38. 
Ordering exegesis to start as early as the beginning of Metageitnion would be for the 
convenience of initiates who arrive early, to attend the Eleusinia. See the section con- 
cerning the Sacred Truce, above, lines 14-17. 

On the exegetes of the Eumolpidai see my discussion in Sacred Officials, pp. 89-93. 
This is the first mention of officials called exegetes of the Eumolpidai, though refer- 
ences to Eumolpid exegesis occur earlier. These officials may have come into being 
fairly recently; the question is discussed in Sacred Officials, loc. cit. As to why they were 
needed I suggested the following: 

If we regard Eumolpid exegesis as a developing institution, the following reconstruction of its 
development appears probable. Certain members of the genos were more knowledgeable and 
skilful in expounding than others, and they would naturally tend to be called upon with some 
regularity. The demand for exegesis steadily increased with the increasing litigation in the fourth 
century, which, in matters of exegesis, highly valued expertise and uniformity. The great 
throngs of initiates, who before the festival had to be carefully instructed in the pat/ia, espe- 
cially the foreigners, supplied another powerful impetus for uniformity of exegesis; for they 
surely needed to know some of the patria pertaining to the festival, and the question of whether 
they were completely free of pollution was probably of very great importance. The genos met 
this need by appointing as E'jyTIrat members who were most knowledgeable in this speciality, 
thus regularizing and formalizing the institution. From now on, a person desiring exegesis knew 
exactly on whom he could call and that the exegete would not be occupied by other duties, as 
probably the regular priests of the genos were occasionally in the past. Moreover, the genos was 
now spared the embarrassment of faulty or illegitimate exegesis."2 

Lines 41-42: We have asyndeton also apparently in line 44; we can of course 
restore a vacant space before ITEp. The evidence elsewhere about the iwoa' ao&' Eo-Tiaq 

informs us that he was selected by lot. Here we learn that the basileus was involved, 
and therefore that the custom of the child initiated from the hearth was of considerable 
antiquity. We do not know which hearth is meant; perhaps the hearth in the Pryta- 
neion. For a full discussion see Sacred Officials, pp. 98-114. 

6 /OvA4LEAvos 'AOr1 vatctv submits his name or the name of his child, and the basi- 
leus chooses the iTa' by lot. At the end of line 42 we may expect To [v Efi' ETta'4 or 
the name of the month. 

61 Rather than Tra LEpaoa Kt raTptal], as I suggested in Sacred Officials, p. 92. 
62 Ibid., p. 91. 
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SIDE B, a 

Line 8: The epistatai are mentioned also on Side A, a+b, line 48. 
Line 10: The initiates carried torches during the festival; cf. Mylonas, op. cit. 

(footnote 26 above), pp. 250, 264. 
Line 11: Here begins a series of fines and punishments for various crimes. At the 

beginning of line 11, a monetary fine for a citizen, and then the penalty for a slave, 
probably a whipping.63 

Line 12: Cf. Side A, a+ b, lines 32-33 and commentary on line 28. The penalties 
in line 11 must have been exacted by the epimeletai of the Mysteries (or similar offi- 
cials) and could not exceed a certain amount; infractions deserving higher penalties had 
to be brought before the Heliaia; if the court found the defendant guilty, it had to set 
the penalty immediately. 

Line 13: Reference is to those delivering the aparche to Eleusis. IG I2, 76, lines 
17-19, mentions a penalty to the hieropoioi if they do not accept delivery of the grain 
within five days after the announcement of its arrival.64 At the date of the present 
document the epistatai would be the ones who received the grain.65 

Line 14: Cf. Demosthenes, XXI.214: TrEptE TT)l) EopT) Va8tKTWaTa. 
Line 16: Perhaps, as Hubbe suggests: ELo-]9f3&)7v KAEo-[at. 
Line 20: Perhaps: TOV' [EavEfa aXpXOVTa' Kat TTV 'HXtaav Bo-q8poAtWvoq /ETa]; 

see Side A, a+ b, lines 37-38. 
Line 21: Why the line begins here I can only guess: the letters of the first part of 

the line may have been painted but not inscribed. If so, part of the restoration I sug- 
gested for line 20, at least Bo-q8poAtuc3vo' ALETa], would belong instead to this line. 'H 
(f36,ui7 ?0LVOVTO's is the twenty-fourth of the month. In Boedromion this happens to 
be the day after the festival, the day on which a special meeting of the Boule was held 
in the Eleusinion in Athens to discuss certain charges of misconduct during the festival 
and to hear a report from the basileus.66 It makes sense that lawsuits would be con- 
ducted after Boedromion 24; this would be the same series of lawsuits, evidently, as 
the ones mentioned in Side A, a + b, lines 37-38: Ta"s 8E [8]6Ka' ... Ta' AETa T71)V 

[EOpT'rf V. 

Line 22: Before acTrr-Xrt, either painted in this line or inscribed in the preceding, 
must have stood aOKOv-toa Ev; cf. IG I2, 6, B, lines 6-10: Ta Ev haKo6u[a h]ar1E't, Ta 

8E [hE]Kooa 8tTrAX[E'. Unfortunately, in both inscriptions no more is preserved than 
this. The noun which a'Koo-ta ("unintentional") and EKOO-ta ("intentional") modify 
ought to be a68tKT)/.aTa (cf. above, line 14); and acTrArit and 8tTrX-X&, TLWqL (cf. Kadmos, 
Suppl. I, The Law Code of Gortyn, ed. R. F. Willetts, Berlin 1967, Col. I, lines 50-51, 
Col. VI, line 22). 

63 Cf. Hesperia 43, 1974, p. 158, lines 29-31. 
64 For discussion of the aparche see Sacred Officials, pp. 14-15. 
65 See above, p. 281. 
66 Andocides, On the Mysteries, 111; Mikalson, op. cit. (footnote 59 above), pp. 60-.61. 
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Lines 23-24: These are the functions of the Eor&-TaTat 'EXEvotSoGEv.67 For 
'EXEVOc-vt Epoiv, see Pseudo-Lysias, VI.4, and 0. Rubensohn, JdI 70, 1955, pp. 2-3. 

SIDE B, b 

Line 4: Cf. IG I2, 6, B, lines 22-24: METayEtTyvt8vos LEvoq aTr[6VI 8tXo,LEvLaq. 
Line 9: The month indicates that these are trials after the Mysteries; cf. Side A, 

a+b, line 38. 
Line 12: At the end ETEr[E]A[dTda makes good sense, but epigraphically E[dt- 

o-TI& [Trat cannot be excluded. 

SIDE B, d 

Line 4: The beginning of the line seems to be similar to that of a, lines 21 and 
22. We must of course restore lrEpt', the IrE coming perhaps at the end of the preceding 
line. 

Line 5: Perhaps rEpfI T? ai' CoTr[t']q A[voUE'vo. On this "official" see above, Side 
A, lines 41-42 and commentary. Here the "Ionic" L'crT- (for EoC-T- in Eo-CTa) may actually 
owe its existence to the error of a stonecutter who was looking at the iota directly 
above it, in line 4. 

Line 7: Barley and wheat were the grains given as aparche at Eleusis (IG I2, 76). 

SIDE B, e 

Line 1: A shrine called Sacred Fig Tree was connected with the Eleusinian cult. 
IG I2, 313, lines 163-164, lists an expense of two drachmas E/' 'Epat O-VKEL KEpapzov 

CKE [Vad CRaVTn.68 

SIDE B, 

Line 4: On the altar-priest, see Sacred Officials, pp. 82-86. 
Line 8: Perhaps: Trib A,Irpo-qp'a19 E[rTapx'c. Cf. IG 112, 2957: EK T r TOVy A- 

/kqptOV Kaf7Tov a7rapx ETapX-q = aTrapX-q: IG 12, 1672, line 263. 

SIDE B, g 

Lines 2-3: This section may concern the procession to Eleusis. 
Lines 5-6: Cf. Side A, a+ b, lines 32-33. 

67 See above, p. 281; SEG X, 24; 'ApX'Eo, 1971, p. 88 (= IG 112, 1673); and Clinton, op. cit. (foot- 
note 50 above). 

68 There may have been a place along the Sacred Way, before you reach the Kephisos as you come 
from Athens, which was called Sacred Fig (cf. Pausanias, 1.37.2), but this seems to me to be uncertain. 
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SIDE B, h 

Line 7: Cf. IG 12, 6, c, lines 10-11 ( Sacred Officials, p. 10): iV[crTEIpt'ots -r[oIA 
O6[E'] qotv. The spelling -C- for -EL- is probably an error (Meisterhans-Schwyzer, Gram- 
matik der attischen Inschriften, 3rd ed., Berlin 1900, p. 48, note 357). 

SIDE B, I 

Line 8: On the dadouchos see Sacred Officials, pp. 47-68. 
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Side B, fragment f (I 6915 b) 

Side B, fragment i (I 6915 g) 

Side B, fragment j 
a. - I~~~~~~~~~( (691 5 h) 

Side B, fragment k 
4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~(I 6915 i) 

Side B, fragment g (I 691 5 c) 

Side B, fragment m (I 4140) 

Side B, fragment I (I 3854) 
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